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Abstract
We propose a signal detection scheme for massive 
overloaded multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, 
where the number of receive antennas is less than that of 
transmitted streams. Using the idea of the sum-of-absolute-
value (SOAV) optimization, we formulate the signal 
detection as a convex optimization problem.
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Our proposed scheme (IW-SOAV)  
outperforms the conventional schemes
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Real Model

massive overloaded MIMO
❖ massive: 


✦ tens or hundreds of antennas are used  
to achieve very high spectral efficiency


❖ overloaded: 

✦ the number of receive antennas is  

less than that of transmitted streams  
due to limits on size or weight of receiver 

Complex Model

: transmitted signal vector

: received signal vector

: channel matrix

: noise vector

Assumption (for simplicity):                         (QPSK modulation)
Basic idea:      is discrete-valued vector composed of     and 

(overloaded)

Signal detection for massive overloaded MIMO 

is large-scale underdetermined problem

is small

SOAV optimization from from 

becomes close to

becomes close to

To improve the performance, we also propose an iterative 
approach, referred to as iterative weighted-SOAV (IW-SOAV). 
It iteratively solves an optimization problem with weighting 
parameters update in the cost function. Simulation results 
show that the proposed scheme can achieve much better bit 
error rate (BER) performance than conventional schemes. 
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